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ABSTRACT

Kr L-shell spectroscopy modeling results are discussed in this paper, focusing on the n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 line transitions of Be- and Li-like Kr ions.
Collisional radiative atomic kinetic and Stark-broadened spectral line shape calculations show electron temperature Te and density ne sensi-
tivity in the spectrum. The combination of the Te dependence due to the relative intensity of Be-like to Li-like line emissions in the range
from 1.5 to 3 keV and the ne sensitivity from the Stark broadening effect on the line shapes in the range from 5� 1023 to 2� 1024= cc results
in a spectrum that can be employed to diagnose Te and ne. Two different collisional radiative atomic kinetic models i.e., Prismspect [J. J.
MacFarlane, et al., Int. Fusion Sci. Appl. Conf. Proc. 457 (2003)] and ABAKO [Florido, et al., PRE, 80, 056402 (2009)] produce similar results
in level populations and spectra. In x-ray spectroscopy of implosion cores, this Kr L-shell spectrum may prove useful in an intermediate Te

range in which Ar is too ionized for its K-shell to be of diagnostic value and Kr is not ionized enough for its K-shell emission to be useful.

VC 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0190238

I. INTRODUCTION

Hot dense plasma is a state of matter which is present under
extreme conditions of temperature and density. Because of these
extreme conditions, the measurement or diagnostic of the plasma’s
temperature and density presents a significant challenge. One
approach to conduct this diagnosis is through x-ray spectroscopy of
suitable elements and transitions. The interpretation and analysis of
the plasma radiation self-emission (or that of a tracer) and/or absorp-
tion can provide accurate measurements of temperature and density.
These measurements are key to understand different physical pro-
cesses in the plasma which depend on these conditions. For example,
in high-energy density plasma experiments, x-ray spectroscopy has
been used to validate low-Z stopping power formalisms.1,2 Moreover,
in the dense core plasmas of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experi-
ments, tracer x-ray spectroscopy has been crucial to diagnose space
and/or time-resolved temperature and density at the stagnation of the
implosion.3–13 ICF has been an important nuclear fusion energy
approach in the last few decades. In these experiments, a millimeter
scale capsule containing the fusion fuel (deuterium and tritium) is
driven directly or indirectly by high-power laser beams. The intense
radiation ablates the outer part of the shell making the inner part

implode the fuel in the core, thus rising the temperature and density of
the fuel and reaching nuclear fusion conditions. X-ray spectroscopy has
been used in ICF experiments for several years at facilities like
OMEGA3–9 and the National Ignition Facility (NIF).11–14 More recently,
this technique has also been used in the alternative ICF approach
MagLIF at the Z-machine.15–17 X ray emission spectroscopy diagnostics
use the radiation emitted from tracer quantities of a higher Z element in
the capsule to infer the electron temperature (Te) and density (ne).
These are key magnitudes to characterize the state of the burning
plasma. When the conditions of the plasma are such that the self-
emission is not useful for diagnostics, x-ray absorption spectroscopy can
still be used to extend the usefulness of the spectroscopic method.18–20

Argon K-shell emission has been used extensively as the
spectroscopic signature of implosion experiments for around two dec-
ades.3–5,7–9,16,17 However, in hot implosion cores (Te > 2 keV), argon
becomes less useful as a spectroscopic tracer as it becomes too ionized.
Krypton has been studied recently as an alternative to argon to over-
come this problem.11–15 Kr L-shell emission may be used as a plasma
diagnostic for hot implosions (Te ¼ 1:5� 3 keV), while Kr K-shell
emission may be used for this purpose in even hotter implosions. For
this reason, Kr L-shell emission can bridge the range of Te between Ar
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and Kr K-shell. While K-shell spectroscopy provides a more simple
spectrum due to the reduced number of line transitions, L-shell spec-
troscopy has also been used to diagnose plasma conditions in the
past.21–25 In this paper, we use different models to simulate the atomic
kinetics and Stark line broadening of a typical implosion core plasma
containing krypton to study the sensitivity of the L-shell emission to
changes in electron temperature and density.

The development of the Kr L-shell spectroscopic diagnostic tech-
nique shown here is general. However, in this research, it is applied to
the study of nuclear fusion product’s stopping power and ion-electron
thermal equilibration in OMEGA implosions.1,2 These phenomena are
dependent on local conditions of Te and ne. The objective of this paper
is to develop the theoretical modeling necessary to then obtain plasma
condition measurements which help to understand these plasma pro-
cesses. The choice of plasma components, concentrations, and condi-
tions in the model are the ones expected in these type of experiments.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the study of
the electron temperature sensitivity using collisional radiative atomic
kinetics to simulate plasma conditions and find line ratios which are
electron temperature dependent. Section III describes the study of the
electron density sensitivity using detailed Stark broadening calculations
and discusses the dependence of the spectral line shape with the elec-
tron density. Section IV shows the results of combining the informa-
tion provided by the collisional-radiative model and detailed Stark
broadening calculations to create synthetic spectra for the case of a
uniform spherical plasma source. Conclusions are discussed in Sec. V.

II. COLLISIONAL-RADIATIVE MODELS AND ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY

In this section, we describe the plasma model that we use in our
simulations and compare the results of two collisional radiative atomic
kinetic models, namely, Prismspect26 and ABAKO27 in order to assess
the impact of different sources of atomic physics modeling. Each
model uses a different atomic database: ATBASE in the case of
Prismspect and Flexible Atomic Code (FAC28) in the case of ABAKO.
The main difference between the two collisional radiative models con-
sists in the calculation of the atomic kinetics rates which in the case of
Prismspect uses a full quantum-mechanical calculation, while ABAKO
uses analytic approximations.

The model of our plasma is an implosion spherical core with a
50 lm radius containing 50% (atomic concentration) D, 50% 3He, and
a small concentration of Kr. The krypton atomic model used is
described in detail in Table II of Ref. 27. The two models solve the
atomic kinetics rate equations in the plasma self-consistently with
the radiation transport equation. The solutions of the model provide
the atomic level population and the emergent intensity distribution
from the plasma using Voigt spectral line shapes. The following atomic
processes are included in the model: electron collisional excitation and
de-excitation, electron collisional ionization and recombination, photo
excitation and stimulated emission, photo ionization and stimulated
recombination, auto-ionization and electron capture, radiative recom-
bination and spontaneous emission. Only electric dipole allowed tran-
sitions (E1) were included in the models. In both cases, the
calculations of the atomic level populations were performed in the
Detailed Configuration Accounting (DCA) approximation.29 We have
tested the validity for our density conditions of this approximation by
comparing with simulations which did not include this approximation,
confirming that the difference in the results was negligible. This shows

that for our plasma conditions, the populations of fine structure energy
levels within the configurations are in equilibrium. Finally, we assume
that the free electrons in the plasma are in thermal equilibrium and
described by a Maxwellian distribution characterized by an electron
temperature Te. We consider the steady-state approximation usually
employed in dense implosion core plasmas in which timescales for the
change of the plasma conditions are significantly longer than the
timescales of the atomic processes determining the level population
kinetics.8 We study the parameter space formed by Te ¼ 1� 4 keV
and ne ¼ 5� 50� 1023=cc relevant to our case of application.

In this section, we first show the kinetic results (Sec. II A) and the
dependence of the ion and level population with the plasma conditions
and, second, the spectral results (Sec. II B) and the spectral dependence
with the conditions and tracer concentration. The figures in this sec-
tion show results from Prismspect unless stated otherwise.

A. Plasma kinetic results

A study of the charge state distribution dependence with the
expected range of conditions of our plasma is performed. Figure 1
shows the fractional population Te dependence of the different kryp-
ton ions for a Prismspect simulation of a plasma containing 0.04% of
krypton concentration and at an electron density of 1024=cc. We
observe how the increase in temperature shifts the charge state distri-
bution toward more ionized states as expected. Within the L-shell
charge states (Li- to Ne-like), Li- and Be-like are the most dominant
ones. The change in the fractional population of these ions with respect
to electron temperature is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, we observe
the difference on the electron temperature dependence of the fractional
population of both ions for ABAKO and Prismspect simulations. The
two collisional radiative models show a similar dependence of the frac-
tional population with electron temperature. However, there is a larger
difference in the case of the Li-like fractional population. The increase
in temperature between 1.5 and 4 keV decreases the fractional popula-
tion of Be-like ions which means that the charge state distribution is
shifting to higher charge states. This is consistent with the Li-like curve
which starts increasing from 1.5 to 2 keV and peaks between 2 and
2.5 keV. In this region of temperatures, the Be-like ions are becoming
ionized, thus feeding the Li-like charge state. In the range of 2.5 to
4 keV, the Li-like fractional population decreases with increasing Te.

FIG. 1. Kr charge state distribution for different electron temperatures calculated
with Prismspect at ne ¼ 1024=cc.
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This shows the ionization of Li-like into He-like Kr. The ratio of the
Be-like over Li-like populations for each code is shown in Fig. 3. From
this figure, we observe the electron temperature sensitivity of the rela-
tive populations between these two ions. The sensitivity decreases with
electron temperature.

The intensity of a line transition is proportional to the population
of the upper level of said transition. As we will discuss in Sec. II B, our
spectral range of interest includes Be- and Li-like transitions from
n¼ 4 to n¼ 2. Namely, 1s22l4l0 ! 1s22l2l0 and 1s24l ! 1s22l, respec-
tively. Here, l and l0 represent the orbital’s angular momentum ranging
from 0 to n – 1, where n is the principal quantum number. As the mod-
els only calculate E1 transitions, the upper levels of these transitions are
1s22l4l� and 1s24l�, respectively, where l� includes the s, p, and d sub-
shells but not the f one following the selection rules. The ratio between
the population of these levels is displayed in Fig. 4. This plot shows the
Te sensitivity of the relative population of the upper levels correspond-
ing to the Be- and Li-like transitions of interest, suggesting that the rela-
tive emission between these Be- and Li-like transitions can be used as
an electron temperature diagnostic. We emphasize though, that f sub-
shells have been included in the atomic kinetic calculations.

The charge state distribution of the krypton in the plasma also
depends on the electron density. Figure 5 shows the ne dependence of

the charge state distribution for an electron temperature of 2.5 keV.
The different distributions span over an order of magnitude range in
ne, but the change is not so notable as the change with Te in Fig. 1.
From the comparison of these two figures, it is also clear that the
change in relative population of Be- and Li-like ions with ne is small
compared to the one with Te. For these dense plasma conditions, the
increase in electron density in the plasma increases the recombination
rate over the ionization one and we can note how the charge state dis-
tribution shifts toward lower charge states.

B. Line spectra results

The spectral region of interest of the Kr L-shell emission is shown
in Fig. 6. This figure shows the spectrum of the n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transi-
tions as well as the contribution breakdown from the different ions.
The plasma conditions in this simulation are Te ¼ 2 keV;
ne ¼ 1024=cc. The two main ion contributions to the spectrum are
from Li- and Be-like Kr. The Kr Li-like transitions are labeled with let-
ters from A to D and detailed in Table I. The n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transitions
were chosen as diagnostic lines because of two reasons: they are rela-
tively well isolated presenting little overlap between different ion

FIG. 3. Ratio of the Be- and Li-like ion population with respect to electron tempera-
ture calculated with Prismspect and ABAKO at ne ¼ 1024=cc.

FIG. 4. Ratio of the Be-like 1s22l4l� and Li-like 1s24l� level population with respect
to electron temperature calculated with Prismspect and ABAKO at ne ¼ 1024=cc. l�
includes the s, p, and d sub-shells but not the f one.

FIG. 5. Kr charge state distribution for different electron densities calculated with
Prismspect at Te ¼ 2:5 keV.

FIG. 2. Li- and Be-like fractional population dependence with electron temperature
calculated with Prismspect and ABAKO at ne ¼ 1024=cc.
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contributions and the spectral range is close to the one used for the Ar
K-shell diagnostic instruments in the past like the multi-monochromatic
x-ray imager.30

The krypton L-shell spectra for different electron temperatures
are shown in Fig. 7. This figure shows the spectra obtained from the
same Prismspect simulation with 0.04% Kr concentration in the
plasma and an electron density of 3� 1024=cc. Each line represents

the spectra for a given temperature, and they are all normalized to Li-
like transition A. We observe a change in the relative emission between
the Li-like main line transitions (A–D) and the Be-like emission at
lower photon energy. As we expected from the upper level population
ratio in Fig. 4, we observe a decrease in the Be-like emission compared
to the Li-like one as the electron temperature increases. This plot also
shows the decrease in the sensitivity at higher electron temperatures.
At approximately Te ¼ 3 keV, both the sensitivity and the level of Be-
like emission become low which compromises its application as an
electron temperature diagnostic. However, this spectral region may be
used as electron temperature diagnostic for electron temperatures
between 1.5 and 3 keV.

From the simulations of the collisional radiative codes, we can
also estimate which Kr tracer concentrations in the plasma would be
suitable for L-shell emission diagnostic purpose. A suitable concentra-
tion is a trade-off between three conditions: (1) high enough to pro-
duce a quality signal that allows detailed analysis but (2) small enough
to keep radiation transport effects low and (3) also small enough to
minimize the possible impact on implosion hydrodynamics.

We study the first two conditions by comparing the Kr simulated
spectra to Ar signal levels in typical conditions which have been exper-
imentally studied before (0.18% Ar, Te ¼ 1:5 keV, ne ¼ 1024= cc).31

Figure 8 shows the intensity comparison between Kr and Ar, while
Fig. 9 compares their optical depths. In these figures, the main Kr Li-
like transitions are labeled with letters from A to D and the main Ar
K-shell lines used for diagnostics (He-b, Ly-b, and Ly-c)5–7 are also
labeled. The Ar He-a and Ly-a are not shown as they are optically
thick and, thus, less reliable for diagnostic purpose. However, it is
worth noting that they overlap with the Kr n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transitions
which would difficult the simultaneous use of Ar and Kr spectroscopic
tracers for a given experiment. From these two figures, we can observe
that for a Kr concentration in the plasma between 0.02% and 0.04%
the intensity of the main Kr lines is comparable or larger than the one
of the Ar lines while the optical depth is lower (and less than one). An
optical depth lower than one means that the mean free path of the
photon is larger than the length scale of the plasma which translates in

TABLE I. Main Li-like Kr (E1) transitions from n¼ 4 to n¼ 2. From ATBASE.

Line ID Photon energy (eV) Upper level Lower level

A 2984.88 1s24d 2D3=2 1s22p 2P3=2
2987.49 1s24d 2D5=2 1s22p 2P3=2

B 3049.81 1s24d 2D3=2 1s22p 2P1=2
C 3109.77 1s24p 2P1=2 1s22s 2S1=2
D 3117.83 1s24p 2P3=2 1s22s 2S1=2

FIG. 7. Kr L-shell bound-bound emission for different plasma electron temperatures.
Each spectra is normalized to the main Li-like transition A. ne ¼ 3� 1024= cc.
Uniform sphere, radius¼ 50 lm. The main Kr Li-like transitions are labeled from A
to D and are specified in Table I.

FIG. 8. Signal comparison between Ar K-shell and Kr L-shell simulated spectra for
different concentrations in the plasma. Ar simulation conditions are typical ICF
experiment conditions:31 0.18% concentration, Te ¼ 1:5 keV and ne ¼ 1024= cc. Kr
simulation conditions: Te ¼ 2:5 keV and ne ¼ 1024= cc. For both simulations, we
model a uniform spherical plasma of radius¼ 50 lm. The main Kr Li-like transitions
are labeled from A to D and are specified in Table I. The main Ar K-shell transitions
which are usually used for plasma diagnostics are also labeled.

FIG. 6. Kr L-shell total emission and ion contribution breakdown in the spectral
region of interest. The electronic transitions in this region are from n¼ 4 to n¼ 2.
0.04% Kr concentration in the plasma. Te ¼ 2 keV; ne ¼ 1024= cc. Uniform
sphere, radius¼ 50 lm. The main Kr Li-like transitions are labeled from A to D and
are specified in Table I.
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low opacity effects. Consequently, these two concentrations of Kr in
the plasma (0.02% and 0.04%) satisfy the first two conditions.

Since the Kr lines are narrower and closer together compared to
the Ar lines, we examined the impact of the instrumental response in
the spectra. To this end, the spectra illustrated in Fig. 8 was convolved
with a Gaussian function of 20 eV, simulating the response of a spec-
trometer with a modest resolving power of approximately 150. The
results reveal a reduction of the Kr peak signal relative to the Ar one
due to the narrower line shape. However, the signal levels remain com-
parable between the two spectral regions for these Kr concentrations.
Moreover, the relevant Kr Li- and Be-like lines remain resolved even
after applying the finite spectral resolution, enabling the data analysis.

The third condition needs to be studied with a hydrodynamic
model and the effects may be experiment dependent. The range of
concentrations between 0.02% and 0.04% is comparable to the Kr con-
centrations used at the NIF and discussed in Chen’s paper.12 Without
loss of generality, we use these concentrations in this research.

III. DETAILED STARK BROADENING LINE SHAPES AND
ELECTRON DENSITY SENSITIVITY

The detailed Stark broadening spectral line shape calculations
were performed using the multi-electron Stark-broadened line shape
model and code (MERL)32 using Cowans atomic database.33 The
results of the simulations in this section correspond to plasma condi-
tions of Te ¼ 2 keV and ne ¼ 1024= cc unless stated otherwise. The
Stark broadening is produced by the electric micro-fields due to the
electrons and ions in the plasma. In our case, this effect is modeled fol-
lowing the standard Stark broadening theory approximation,34 i.e.,
dynamic electrons and static ions. Accordingly, the line shape /ðh�Þ is
given by the following expression:

/ðh�Þ ¼
ð
PðeÞJðh�; eÞde; (1)

where e ¼ E
Eo

is the electric micro-field normalized to a reference
micro-field (Eo) given in terms of the electron’s charge and sphere
radius [ro ¼ ð 3

4pne
Þ1=3]. In Eq. (1), PðeÞ corresponds to the static ion

micro-field distribution function and Jðh�; eÞ to the electron broaden-
ing function. This function contains the effects on line transitions of
the impact broadening of the electrons and the split and shift of energy

levels due to the ion’s static Stark effect for a single microfield value e.
The interaction between the atomic radiator and the perturbing
plasma electrons and ions is taken into account in a dipole
approximation.

The Stark effect mixes field-free atomic states with same magnetic
quantum numberM and different angular momentum quantum num-
ber J. For this reason,M is still a good quantum number while J is not.
For a given J, the energy levels corresponding to different M states are
degenerate when the electric micro-field is zero. However, when the
micro-field is increased, this degeneracy is removed. As we increase e,
the separation between the energy levels increases due to the linear
dependence of the perturbation with the field. This effect shifts the
energy levels of the upper and lower states of all transitions. As we will
show below, this causes the line profile of the transitions to change sig-
nificantly producing double peak structures and more complex shapes.

The J function also contains the information of the dynamic elec-
tron broadening. This effect is produced by the collisions between the
free electrons in the plasma and the radiator. In our model, we con-
sider the duration of these collisions to be much shorter than the
excited state’s lifetime i.e., the impact approximation. This effect results
in a Lorenztian line profile with a characteristic width that depends on
the electron density ne. Natural and thermal Doppler broadening are
also taken into account in the J function.

The Jðh�; eÞ is plotted in Fig. 10 for different values of e. The
labeled transitions corresponding to the ones listed in Table I are only
valid for e¼ 0 as the states become mixed at non-zero fields. For this
case, the line shapes compare well to the ones obtained from the
Prismspect simulations in the previous section (Fig. 6). This is because
Prismspect includes only the electron broadening effect but does not
calculate the energy level shift due to the static ion’s Stark effect. For
the case e¼ 1, the J function shows the transitions between the shifted
upper and lower energy levels. In the case of the A and B transitions,
the single peak structure is transformed into a double peak structure.
When we increase the field to e¼ 2, the separation between the peaks
of these transitions increases and new spectral structure develops. This
is the result of a stronger mix of states and, thus, a larger energy shift
and more field-dependent transitions. This effect is similar to that
noted in the double-peak structure of the b-lines in the He- and H-like

FIG. 9. Optical depth comparison between Ar K-shell and Kr L-shell simulated spec-
tra for different concentrations in the plasma. Simulation conditions are the ones
specified in Fig. 8.

FIG. 10. Electron broadening function Jðh�; eÞ calculated with MERL for the Li-like
Kr n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transitions for different values of e at Te ¼ 2 keV and ne ¼ 1024=
cc. The main Kr Li-like transitions are labeled from A to D and are specified in Table
I which correspond to the zero field case.
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ions of K-shell spectrum. However, in this L-shell spectrum, it is pre-
sent in n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transitions.

At this point, we have shown what the J function looks like for a
given value of e. However, in the plasma, there is not a single value of
the micro-field but a distribution of values characterized by the static
ion micro-field distribution PðeÞ. In this work, we have employed the
APEX model to compute this distribution35,36 and perform the integral
over microfield values that produce the spectral line shape.

Figure 11 shows the spectral line shape for the case of the Li-like
Kr transitions from n¼ 4 to n¼ 2. The labels from A to D correspond
to the energy of the transitions in the zero field case specified in
Table I. We observe that after the integration we obtain the double
peak structure similar to the one of the J function for the case e¼ 1 in
Fig. 10. This is because the peak of the micro-field distribution func-
tion is close to e¼ 1. However, the wings have become broader filling
the valleys between peaks. We note that for multi-element plasmas
where the majority of perturbing ions are light ions like deuterium, the
ion dynamics effect should make a noticeable contribution to the
Stark-broadened line shapes. As it was shown in Ref. 38 for the case of
the Ar K-shell spectrum, this effect will round sharp peaks, partially fill
the valley between double-peak structures, and increase overall line
broadening by a small amount. This effect should be included before
applying model calculations to data analysis to extract the most accu-
rate plasma temperature and density values. However, the focus of this
work has been to emphasize the dramatic effect produced by the field
mixing driven by static ions that results in characteristic line splitting,
double peak structures, and broadening of the spectrum.

We have calculated the line profiles for different electron densities
to study their dependence. The dependence of Li- and Be-like Kr tran-
sitions from n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 is shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
We have followed the same procedure to obtain the Be-like line pro-
files of the transitions from 1s22l4l0 to 1s22l2l0. These show a more
complex and richer line spectrum than the Li-like ones due to the
higher complexity of the atomic structure. As shown in the Figs. 12
and 13, the increase in the electron density increases the magnitude of
the electric micro-field which translates in a stronger Stark effect and
thus a larger state mixing and energy level shift as well as the electron
broadening effect. Both figures show not only the linewidth increase
with ne but the line profiles significant change. There is a good ne

sensitivity from 5� 1023 to 2� 1024= cc. Thus, the plasma electron
density can be inferred using the line profile ne sensitivity in this range.

For completeness, Fig. 14 shows the area normalized Li-like line
profiles for different electron temperatures at ne ¼ 1024/cc. This figure
shows there are some features of the profile that have some Te depen-
dence. However, this effect is small compared to the dependence with
the electron density shown in Fig. 12.

IV. THE EMERGENT INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

In previous sections, we have shown the electron temperature
and density sensitivity of the Kr L-shell spectra. In this section, we will
show how we combine both effects and calculate the radiation trans-
port through the plasma to obtain the emergent intensity distribution.
We first calculate the emissivity (jðh�Þ) and opacity (kðh�Þ) which are
intrinsic properties of the plasma

jðh�Þ ¼
X
ab

h�
4p

NbAbaUabðh�Þ; (2)

kðh�Þ ¼
X
ab

h�
4p

ðNaBab � NbBbaÞUabðh�Þ; (3)

FIG. 11. Line profile for Li-like Kr n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transitions at Te ¼ 2 keV and ne ¼
1024= cc. The main Kr Li-like transitions are labeled from A to D and are specified
in Table I which correspond to the zero field case.

FIG. 12. MERL calculation results for Stark broadened line-shapes of Kr Li-like tran-
sitions from 1s24l to 1s22l for Te ¼ 2 keV. The main Kr Li-like transitions are
labeled from A to D and are specified in Table I which correspond to the zero field
case.

FIG. 13. MERL calculation results for Stark broadened line-shapes of Kr Be-like
transitions from 1s22l4l0 to 1s22l2l0 for Te ¼ 2 keV.
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where a and b represent the lower and upper states of each transition,
respectively. Na is the population of a level, Uabðh�Þ is the line profile,
and Aab and Bab are the Einstein coefficients of the transition from
state a to state b. From the collisional-radiative atomic kinetic calcula-
tions, we obtain the level population Na and the atomic rates for each
plasma condition pair of Te and ne. The detailed Stark broadening cal-
culations provide the line profile Uabðh�Þ for each transition.
Performing the summatories shown in Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain
jðh�Þ and kðh�Þ. This method assumes that the upper levels of each
line shape are in LTE within themselves i.e., LTE within 1s24l and
within 1s22l4l0. This assumption is valid for the conditions studied in
this paper.

We use the radiation transport solution for the case of a uniform
sphere discussed in reference38 to model the effect of the finite size
plasma into the spectra. The result of this calculation is the emergent
intensity distribution Iðh�Þ. Figure 15 shows the emergent intensity

distribution normalized to the most intense peak of the Li-like transi-
tion A. The three lines represent three different plasma condition pairs
of Te and ne for a uniform sphere. In this plot, we observe how the
emergent intensity distribution changes when we keep one parameter
fixed and change the other. Keeping Te at 2 keV and increasing ne
from 5� 1023 to 1� 1024= cc, we observe how the spectral lines
change and increase their FWHM, while the relative emission between
different ions is kept the same. This is the effect of the Stark broaden-
ing increase with the electron density. Keeping ne at 1� 1024= cc and
increasing Te from 2 to 3 keV, we observe how the relative emission of
Be-like lines decreases with respect to the Li-like ones, while the
FWHM is practically unchanged. This is due to the shift in the charge
state distribution toward higher charged states with increasing electron
temperature.

Figure 16 shows the comparison between the emergent intensity
distributions using Prismspect and ABAKO to model the collisional
radiative atomic kinetics of the plasma. Both traces are for plasma con-
ditions of Te¼ 2 keV and ne ¼ 1024/cc. We observe that ABAKO cal-
culates a higher ionization in the plasma compared to Prismspect as
there is more Li-like emission relative to the Be-like one. This discrep-
ancy is consistent with Fig. 4 for the case of Te¼ 2 keV. Considering
that the selection of the atomic kinetic model influences the level pop-
ulations, we have quantified the uncertainty arising from the differ-
ences between PrismSpect and ABAKO. This assessment was based on
the comparison of the Be/Li-like population ratio curves depicted in
Fig. 4. The model differences introduce an uncertainty of 5%–10% in
Te for the range of application. This difference in Te does not signifi-
cantly impact the Stark Broadening effect that determines the electron
density.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows a series of results which provide a better under-
standing of the atomic physics and x-ray emission of Kr L-shell. Two
different collisional-radiative models show an electron temperature
sensitivity in the Be- and Li-like relative population which is reflected

FIG. 15. Emergent intensity distribution of Be- and Li-like Kr n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transi-
tions for different conditions of a uniform spherical plasma with r ¼ 50 lm. The
main Kr Li-like transitions are labeled from A to D and are specified in Table I. The
spectra are normalized to the most intense peak of line A.

FIG. 16. Emergent intensity distribution of Be- and Li-like Kr n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 transi-
tions for Te¼ 2 keV and ne ¼ 1024/cc using a uniform spherical plasma with
r ¼ 50 lm. The traces show the difference between using Prismspect and ABAKO
to model the collisional radiative atomic kinetics. The main Kr Li-like transitions are
labeled from A to D and are specified in Table I. The spectra are normalized to the
most intense peak of line A.

FIG. 14. MERL calculation results for Stark broadened line-shapes of Kr Li-like transi-
tions from 1s24l to 1s22l for ne ¼ 1024/cc. The main Kr Li-like transitions are labeled
from A to D and are specified in Table I which correspond to the zero field case.
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in the relative intensity of the n¼ 4 to n¼ 2 line transitions. This sensi-
tivity in the spectra is most appreciable in the range
Te ¼ ½1:5� 3� keV. The detailed Stark broadening calculations pro-
vide a more accurate modeling of the line-shapes of each transition
and how they change with electron density. Results show sensitivity in
the range ne ¼ ½5� 1023 � 2� 1024�/cc but might not be limited to it.
The sensitivity of the Kr L-shell spectra to the plasma conditions can
be used as a plasma spectroscopic diagnostic. More specifically, simula-
tion results show it can be useful in implosion core experiments such
as ICF in tracer concentrations between 0.02% and 0.04% in the
plasma. These concentrations provide enough signal to be detected by
x-ray spectrometers with spectroscopic quality while keeping opacity
and hydrodynamic effects low. The combination of collisional-
radiative and Stark broadening models provides an emergent intensity
distribution which show both the Te and ne sensitivity. This distribu-
tion can be compared to the experimental spectra after applying the
instrument response to infer the plasma conditions. The Stark broad-
ened line shape presented here has emphasized the effect of static ions.
The inclusion of ion dynamics is work in progress and will be reported
elsewhere. They will impact the line profiles by filling valleys, rounding
peaks, and adding a small increase in overall broadening.37 However,
they will not change the characteristic signatures of the static ions
reported in this work.

The use of Kr L-shell as a spectroscopy diagnostic might prove
useful in implosion cores where Ar K-shell becomes too ionized to be
used (Te > 2 keV). In addition, it may be used as a complementary
diagnostic to Kr K-shell emission for Te ranges for which they both are
useful. The simultaneous detection of Kr K-shell and L-shell emission
would provide a better understanding of the plasma charge state distri-
bution and a more accurate plasma diagnostic due to the higher num-
ber of constraints when analyzing two different spectra. We would like
to note that this spectral region overlaps with that of Si K-shell which
may difficult the analysis in glass shell implosion capsules containing
Si. Moreover, we would like to emphasize that in ablative thick shell
experiments, where the core is confined by unablated, compressed
shell material, the transmission of the Kr L-shell spectrum through it
should be included in order to assess the impact on line intensity
distribution.6,7
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